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CALL FP7-PEOPLE-2012-NIGHT

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

I. GENERALITIES

DATE OF THE RESEARCHERS' NIGHT

Researchers' night compulsorily takes place on the fourth Friday of September, i.e. in 2012, on 
28th September.
Events organised in Israel are expected to be organised on the closest date possible to the 28th

September.

DURATION OF THE RESEARCHERS' NIGHT

As a rule, Researchers' night will last as from Friday late afternoon until Saturday early morning.

Worth noting:

o Applicants might wish to plan activities earlier with a view to allowing school classes/ small 
children to participate; the expenses linked to the activities taking place before the night will 
not be considered eligible in the framework of the action;

o Researchers 'night might make part of a longer lasting event, such as Science Festival, 
Science Week… provided the two following conditions are complied with:

o Researchers' night consists of the cornerstone of the longer lasting event (opening or 
closure for example);

o Costs linked to the Researchers' night and those linked to the longer lasting event are 
distinguished, support being granted only on the basis of the costs linked to the 
Researchers 'night.

FUNDING SCHEME

Specific support action, which implies:

o No research activity supported;
o Possibly one single participant;
o Possible 100 % funding (although counterpart funding considered an asset);
o Eligible Indirect costs limited to 7 % of the direct costs (minus subcontracting and resources 

set at disposal by third parties outside the partners' premises), WHICHEVER the calculation 
method chosen by the institution involved.

LANGUAGE OF SUBMISSION

Legal possibility of submitting proposals in any Community language, provided an abstract in English 
is provided.
It is however recommended to submit the whole proposal in English.
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II. PARTNERSHIP

COUNTRIES POTENTIALLY INVOLVED

All EU member States and Associated Countries, i.e.:
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Faroe Islands, Former Yugoslavian Republic of Macedonia, 
Iceland, Israel, Liechtenstein, Montenegro, Norway, Serbia, Switzerland, and Turkey.

NUMBER OF PARTNERS

Possibly one single partner provided the key actors of the research community in the area involved 
are represented (either by this single partner or by other entities cooperating to the project without 
being legal partners)

STATUS OF PARTNERS

Any legal entity (whether public or private) identified as legal person under national, Community or 
international law.

Usually take part in Researchers 'nights: universities, research institutions, companies amongst which 
SMEs, public authorities, higher secondary schools, museums, parents/teachers/researchers 
associations, mobility centres, foundations, charities, media…

TYPE OF INVOLVEMENT

Legal partnership: partners mentioned in the Grant agreement, complying with validation 
requirements (see further), filling in the negotiation forms via the NEF IT tool, signing the A forms 
(accession to the Grant agreement), filling in the financial C forms and contributing to the final report 
at the reporting stage.

Cooperating bodies: not listed in the Grant agreement but possibly in its Annex I (Description of Work, 
DoW), not submitted to validation requirements, normally not filling in any form nor at submission 
neither at reporting stage, (see further regarding certain third parties), involved under various 
patterns (see further: subcontractors, third parties making resources available, third parties carrying 
out part of the works)

IIbis COOPERATING BODIES NOT PARTNERS

This category, entirely composed of "third parties" to the Grant agreement, covers the following 
groups:

o Subcontractors
o Third parties setting resources at disposal without carrying out any part of the works, 

amongst which sponsors;
o Third parties carrying out part of the work

SUBCONTRACTORS

o Providing a service to one participant;
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o Service paid based on an invoice, including a profit margin;
o Amount of the invoice considered eligible, but not generating any indirect costs1;

o Specific conditions for being considered as eligible costs: 
o Tasks to be subcontracted and estimated amount to be identified in Annex I of the 

Grant agreement (DoW);
o If not, request of written agreement by Project Officer;
o Possible subcontracting without mention in DoW for minor tasks indispensable to the 

implementation of the action;
o Eligible in the costs of the participant having concluded the subcontracting.

THIRD PARTIES MAKING RESOURCES AVAILABLE WITHOUT 
PARTICIPATING IN WORKS

o Make resources of any kind (personnel, equipment,…) available to one participant for 
implementing the project;

o Specific conditions for being considered as eligible costs: 
o Third parties listed in Annex I to the Grant agreement;
o If not, request written agreement by Project Officer;
o Resources made available in the participant's premises and under its authority;
o Eligible costs of the participant for which resources were made available (reported in 

its C form):
§ Financial equivalent of resources (such as for example the amount of the 

salary of the personnel set at disposal for the period considered) if no 
financial compensation to third party by participant + record of such amount 
in the third party's accounts (in case of audit);

§ Financial compensation if any.

THIRD PARTIES PARTICIPATING IN WORKS

o Directly participate in the works, without setting at disposal resources to the participant;

o Specific conditions for being considered as eligible costs: 
o Third parties, tasks and estimated costs listed in Annex I to the Grant agreement;
o Application of the same rules (direct and indirect costs) as those applying to 

participants for determining the costs' eligibility;
o Need for validation of the third party;
o Compulsory filling in of C form by third party.

III. SCOPE OF THE ACTIONS

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AT PROPOSAL LEVEL

o Freely determined by applicants;
o No minimum size at geographical level but need of significant attendance (appreciated 

however on the basis of each country/area's specificities);
o Coverage of remote and/or rural areas considered an asset.

  
1 Since actually already taken into consideration in the subcontractor's invoice.
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GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AT OVERALL ACTION LEVEL

o Ideally at least one project per eligible country, i.e. coverage of  40 countries (never occurred 
so far);

o First funding of the best ranked proposals for each applicant country, the following ones being 
funded according to the resources available after this.

SCALE OF EXPECTED ATTENDANCE FIGURES

o As a rule, minimum 5.000 attendees per project funded;
o Number of people likely to be reached by the awareness campaign also taken into 

consideration; 
o Figures however appreciated on the basis of the very geographical extent of the action, in 

particular in small countries.

IV. FINANCIAL ISSUES

INDICATIVE BUDGET OF THE CALL

o € 4 million; budget considered "indicative" since it can be exceeded up to 10 % if necessary;
o Based on an average of 50 projects funded per year, a sort of fictitious "average contribution 

per project" would amount about € 80.000.

ELIGIBLE COSTS

Composed of direct eligible costs ( all costs necessary for implementing the various project's phases, 
including personnel costs, subcontracting other direct costs) + 7 % of the direct costs deemed to 
represent the eligible indirect costs whichever the calculation method chosen (ICM) by the institution 
considered;

I. DIRECT ELIGIBLE COSTS

All costs directly linked to the project's implementation and indispensable to its successful 
achievement: 

Awareness campaign: conception of overall communication strategy, conception and realisation of the 
communication campaign (promotional material, advertising space, announcement sin several medias, 
setting up and maintenance of website,…organisation of press conference and /or pre events, setting 
up of logo, TV and radio programmes, inserts, interviews… ; in more general terms: all the activities 
aiming at making as many people as possible aware of the Researchers' night and its objectives, 
whether realised by partners or not (subcontracting for example)

Activities during the night: all preparatory works (meetings, studies, purchase of consumables, 
equipment, , setting up of booths, training of researchers, conception and realisation of quizzes, 
games, competitions… , renting and installation of premises…) in other terms all the necessary 
activities prior and during the event for ensuring a successful implementation, whether directly 
achieved by the participants or not.

Impact assessment: preparatory works ( survey of the current situation regarding public perception of 
researchers, setting up of questionnaires, elaboration of guidelines for face to face interviews, training 
of pollsters, , setting up of quantitative and qualitative parameters…) , realisation of interviews, 
collection of data, processing and analysis, in other terms all the activities prior, during and after the 
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event that contribute to establishing a reliable assessment of the action's impact, whether directly 
realised by the participants or not.

Management: preparatory works (setting up of processes and circuits, establishment of templates, 
common rules, designation of representatives in several circles, setting up of working groups or
committees, …) meetings and travel, collection and processing of data, accounting, financial 
processing… In other words all the works prior, during and after the event, likely to allow a sound and 
reliable management of the action. This should always been directly achieved by the participants and 
mainly by the coordinator (except for some technical minor tasks that could be subcontracted)

A summary table (not exhaustive) of possible eligible costs at the various stages of the project

Work package Direct costs Timing Assumed by 
Awareness 
campaign 

Preparatory (conception strategies, 
campaign, PR campaign, promotional 
material, inserts, advertising)
Directly linked to the A.C.: purchase of 
space, display of promotional material, pre 
events, …

Possibly as from the 
project's start until the 
event at the latest

(No eligible costs 
linked to the 
awareness campaign 
after the date of the 
event itself)

Participant(s) and/or
Subcontractor(s)

Activities during 
the night 

Preparatory: meetings, studies, purchase 
/renting of various materials, various 
installations, preparation of games, 
competitions …)
Directly linked to the night: performances, 
animations, speakers…

Possibly as from 
project's start until the 
event at the latest

(No eligible costs 
linked to the
awareness campaign 
after the date of the 
event itself)

Participant(s) and/or
Subcontractor(s)

Impact 
assessment

Preparatory: setting up of questionnaires, 
inquiries, training pollsters…
Directly linked to I.A.: collection and data 
processing and analysis…

Usually later than 
project's start, until 
the end of the project

Participant(s) and/or
Subcontractor(s)

Management Preparatory: templates, circuits, processes 
and rules…
Directly linked to management: meetings, 
travel, reports…

Compulsorily as from 
the project's start until 
the end

Exclusively assumed by 
participants (mainly coordinator)

Except for minor technical tasks 
if indispensable to the 
achievement of the project.

II. INDIRECT ELIGIBLE COSTS

Eligible costs that can't be identified by the participant as directly linked to the project, but identified 
by its accounting system as incurred in relation with direct eligible costs directly linked to the project.

Cover (not exhaustive list): phone, mail, heating, electricity, water, insurance, security, conveniences, 
cleaning…

Participants have chosen a determined method for calculation of the indirect costs (ICM) at the start 
of their participation under FP7. NEVERTHELESS, in the framework of SUPPORT ACTIONS, THE
ELIGIBLE INDIRECT COSTS ILL ALWAYS BE LIMITED TO 7% OF THE DIRECT COSTS
(minus subcontracting and resources set at disposal by third parties outside the participants' 
premises)

Note: Under certain circumstances, some costs belonging to the above list of examples might be 
considered as eligible DIRECT COSTS, when constituting exceptional expenses which can't be 
considered as the "normal" overheads of the direct costs; examples: exceptional security measures 
(justified by the presence of expensive material and equipment for the event), exceptional insurance 
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costs (same reason), exceptional cleaning costs (broadly exceeding the "normal " cleaning undertaken 
at the end of a workday) .

DISTRIBUTION OF THE DIRECT COSTS 

o No maximum percentage share for what regards subcontracting (limitation however for 
management, allowed for only minor technical tasks);

o No maximum percentage share for management ("sensible" limit however, taking into account the 
number of partners and consequently the management burden; as a rule 10 % of the total costs 
for management is considered the maximum accepted for multi partner projects, although the 
P.O. might authorise higher rates if considered justified) ;

FUNDING RATES

All activities, whichever the Work Package they belong to, are likely to be funded up to 100 % of the 
eligible costs.
Applicants are however strongly recommended to seek external funding sources at local/regional or 
national level, and co funding at project level will be considered an asset during the evaluation.

PAYMENT OF THE EU CONTRIBUTION 

BANK ACCOUNT

EU contribution has to be paid on an interest bearing bank account provided the advance payment
(usually 80 % of the total contribution, see above) is higher than € 50,000.

In other terms:
o No interest bearing bank account should the advance payment be less than € 50.000;
o Exemption of interest bearing bank account if exempted by national law or public entity;
o Interests declared at the reporting stage on the amount paid as advance will be deduced from 

the total eligible costs.

PAYMENT RATES

As a rule 80 % of the total EU contribution stipulated in the Grant Agreement Article 5 will be paid at 
the signature of the Grant agreement:

o 75 % will be directly paid to the coordinator (who will be entrusted to distribute this advance 
payment amongst the participants within a reasonable delay);

o 5 % will be retained for the Guarantee Fund(aimed at limiting the risks incurred by both the 
Rea and the participants when implementing RTD indirect actions) 

At the end of the project, upon submission and approbation of the final report and the so-called C 
forms (financial statements regarding the costs of each participant) and provided the eligible actual 
costs are least equal to the EU contribution, payment of:

o 20 % of the EU contribution as stated in Grant agreement;
o Reimbursement of the 5 % retained for Guarantee Fund.

RECEIPTS OF THE PROJECT

Can consist of:
o Financial transfer from third parties provided:
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o Specifically granted fro the project's purposes ( a financial support granted in general 
for the functioning of an institution, although dedicated to the night, will not be 
considered as a receipt in such context);

o Without any compensation to the grantee(example; grant from a public authority);
o Income generated by the project (example (entrance fee)

Receipts will be deduced from the actual eligible costs at the reporting stage.

V. EVALUATION

OPERATING THE EVALUATION

o Evaluation of ALL eligible proposals (for example, a non eligible proposal would be submitted 
by a third country, while only Ms and Ac are eligible);

o Evaluation of all proposals by 3 independent experts, non of whom of the same nationality as 
the coordinator, selected on the basis of their skills and expertise in science communication 
and public awareness;

o Evaluation based on the 3 evaluation criteria as described in the guide for applicants, applied 
to the very context of the Researchers' night:

o Scientific and technological excellence: quality of the communication action planned;
o Quality and efficiency of the implementation and management: relevance of the 

overall "architecture" of partnership and proposal, management structure, likelihood 
to be effective;

o Potential impact through development, dissemination and use of project results: 
potential contribution to public knowledge and recognition of researchers and their 
job.

RANKING THE PROPOSALS

o Proposals are given an overall score (sum of the score obtained against each of the individual 
criteria, the individual threshold being 3 (against 5) and the overall threshold being 10 (against 
15);

o Proposals which failed reaching the overall and/or one of the individual thresholds will be 
rejected;

o Proposals having passed both overall and individual thresholds will be ranked:

o National ranked list: composed of the first scoring proposal from each applicant country;
o "Normal ranked list": other proposals having passed the thresholds, ranked according to 

their overall score (whether equal overall score, priority to the higher scored proposal 
against criterion 3 (impact), and should the overall and the score against criterion 3 be 
the same, then priority to the highest scoring against criterion 1 (scientific and 
technological excellence).

VI. OTHER ISSUES

NUMBER OF PROPOSALS PER COUNTRY

o Objective: involving as many countries (Member Sates and Associated countries) as possible 
in the action;
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o Funding of first scoring proposals from each applicant country, and funding of the following 
proposals above evaluation thresholds according to the financial resources available;

o When more than one proposal funded in the same country:
o Minimum coordination requested amongst them, in particular for what regards the 

awareness campaign: common website (not preventing form specific website per 
proposal), common visual identity whether possible, realisation of scale economies 
through common actions (common press conference, common pre evens if any…);

o When proposals located close to one another, (same city or neighbouring cities 
possibly reached during the same evening): coordination between the activities 
planned and organisation of synergies/complementarities.

AVERAGE ATTENDANCE PER EVENT

o No minimum figures, but need of mobilising a "mass audience" (concept to be assessed 
according to the area and the country covered);

o As an example, for very small countries, expected audiences of less than 1.000 attendees 
would be considered too limited, while for what regards bigger countries, an average of 
10.000 attendees would be considered;

o Also to be considered: the number of people reached through the awareness campaign.

EUROPEAN VISIBILITY

Reached through: 
o The setting up of European corner(s) (at least one per project);
o The display of EU logos (EU flag, Marie Curie actions logo);
o Clear mention of the European dimension of the action;
o Possible links with other EU funded Researchers' night throughout Europe;
o The display of the material provided by DG EAC.

EUROPEAN CORNER

o Form (booth, room, part of exhibition…) left up to the applicant;
o At least one per project, their multiplication being considered an asset during the evaluation;
o Aimed at pointing out the European dimension of the event, as well as publicising the 

European support of research and researchers; 
o As such:

o Intends reaching as large as possible a number of attendees;
o Has to be located in a frequented area;
o Is expected to be organised in such a way as to allow a certain "fixation" of people 

through attractive activities (competitions, quizzes, games,…)

NEED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION?
Colette.renier@ec.europa.Eu, + 32 2 295 17 69


